European Youth Hearing & EYEdea Boosters

**Narrative**

The European Youth Hearing is the key moment for young people to present to and discuss with Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) and other decision-makers the ideas shared and discussed during the EYE, with the aim of shaping the future of the EU. Published in the Youth Ideas Report and shared with Members and relevant stakeholders, the ideas presented are the top-voted ideas on Europe’s future by young people from across the European Union and beyond. The European Youth Hearing is also an opportunity for Members to highlight the legislative work already undertaken by the European Parliament and to discuss future priorities with young people, whose participation in the political process is vital.

Ten volunteers called EYEdea Boosters and selected through an open call, are in charge of presenting the most popular ideas to MEPs and other relevant decision makers during the European Youth Hearing. Supported by a series of workshops with the Youth Outreach Unit, relevant stakeholders and decision-makers, the EYEdea Boosters will develop their chosen idea into a concrete result. EYEdea Boosters will be given further opportunities to get involved and give visibility to their projects in the run up to EYE2025.

**Social media posts**

**Post 1:**

Ever wondered what the Youth Ideas Report is all about?💡 It’s a compilation of ideas, insights and conversations that emerged on youthideas.eu and at the EYE.

On 7 November, these ideas will be presented to Members of the European Parliament at the European Youth Hearing! eu

Thank you to everyone that shared their vision for the future of Europe!

Follow the Hearing live on 7 November at 13:30 CET ➡️ https://europa.eu/!4rw34V

#EYE2023 #EuropeanParliament

**Post 2:**

💡 Did you know that following EYE2023, more than 1000 ideas for Europe's future were collected by young people like you on youthideas.eu?

📢 Now, we want to go one step further! The 15 top-voted ideas will be discussed with Members of the European Parliament during the European Youth Hearing.

出席会议 on 7 November at 13:30 CET to watch the debate live ➡️ https://europa.eu/!4rw34V

#EYE2023 #EuropeanParliament
Post 3:

Do not miss the European Youth Hearing!

Ten young people will now present the top-voted ideas from EYE2023 to policy makers and discuss how to turn these proposals into concrete results.

Tune in on Tuesday 7 November at 13:30 CET to follow the event live! → https://europa.eu/!4rw34V

#EYE2023 #EuropeanParliament